
“Opportunity” 

Accounting



The “Fat Farm”

• Good markets mask inefficiencies 

• Fat or muscle?

– Rents?

– Inputs?

– Equipment?

– Labor?

– Overhead?



Strategies

• Mimic other farmers’ cost-cutting strategies?

• When the only game in town is cost control, your 
options are rarely quick, simple and not 
potentially-counter-productive

• Challenges
– Your business structure and resources are as unique, 

complex and variable as your soils

– Reducing direct input costs by lowering rates or 
quality doesn’t necessarily result in corresponding 
direct savings to bottom line

– Indirect costs are hard to trace and accurately 
allocate between farms, crops and activities.



Opportunity Cost

• Economic concept for evaluating the 

trade-offs between alternatives

• Easy if tied to production coefficients

• Much murkier when evaluating changes 

that affect indirect and/or fixed costs

– Equipment turnover

– Acreage changes



How "Opportunity Accounting" 

Transformed Agriculture

• From diversified to specialized

• Not by a top-down, corporate edict 

• Process of trial-and-error experiments 

• Often counter-intuitive strategies 

• Economic opportunity costs of adopting (or 
not adopting) a new practice are unknown

– Not enough experiments have been run to predict 
the response

– Results are too dependent on the unique 
variables within an operation



Review (continued)

• Direct Costs

– Can be traced to the cost object in an 

economically feasible way

• Indirect Costs

– Cannot be traced to the cost object in an 

economically feasible way



Review (continued)

• Variable Costs

– Change in total in proportion to changes in the 

related level of activity or volume

• Fixed Costs

– Remains unchanged in total for a given time 

period despite wide changes in the related 

level of total activity or volume



Review (continued)

• Variable or fixed based on:

– Cost object

– Time period

• Examples:

– Labor

• Variable to project

• Fixed to the center (in given time period)

– Licenses

• Variable to company

• Fixed to the vehicle (in given time period)



Cost Behavior

Direct Costs Indirect Costs

Variable 

Costs

Cost Object: Crop

• Seed

• Custom hire

• Day labor

• Crop share rent

Cost Object: Crop

• Fuel

• Hourly machine rent

• Farm labor

• Flex rent

Fixed 

Costs

Cost Object: Crop

• Cash rent

• Crop insurance

• Real estate taxes?

Cost Object: Crop

• Depreciation

• Repairs

• Liability insurance



Limitations of Spreadsheets

• Many interrelated “moving parts”

• Changing or reallocating numerators 

(dollars)

• Changing or reallocating denominators 

(acres, hours, machinery capacity)

• Resulting in “Whack-A-Mole”

• Biggest limitation:  your assumptions



Strategies

Direct Costs Indirect Costs

Variable 

Costs

• Discounts

• Product substitution

• Reduce rates

Short-term savings

• Cut steps

• Services substitution

• Contracting

Operating efficiency

Fixed 

Costs

• Renegotiate rent

• Crop insurance 

options

Long-term 

sustainability

• Spread overhead

- Expand production

- Profit centers

• Outsourcing

• “Variablize”

Long-term efficiency



Cost Reduction Strategies

• Direct variable costs

– Volume purchasing, off-label or generic 

products, reduced application rates, switching 

to less cost-intensive crops

– Every other sharp manager is likely following 

this same practice



Cost Reduction Strategies

• Indirect variable costs

– Increase operating efficiency either by 

lowering outlays for these indirect costs, 

increasing production 

– Most of the opportunities for reducing indirect 

variable costs are long-term (switching to 

contract labor or renegotiating flex rents)



Cost Reduction Strategies

• Direct fixed costs

– Cash rents, crop insurance and real estate 

taxes

– Harder to control or adjust



Cost Reduction Strategies

• Indirect fixed costs

– Spread fixed costs over more output

– Turn excess capacity into a profit center

– Outsource services 

– “Variabalize” fixed machinery costs 



Machinery Cost Opportunity

• LHHP/Russell benchmarks

• Awareness of aggregate overhead, 

labor and machinery costs is a start

– Not the same as managing those costs

– Nor evaluating activities in which you are 

efficient (and should expand to drive down 

costs) and in which ones you are 

inefficient (and should outsource)





Empirical Creativity

• Punctured myth that innovation is the key 

to success 

• A threshold you have to maintain to be a 

contender in your industry

• Once you’re above that threshold, 

“innovation doesn’t matter much.”



Empirical Creativity

• Apply discipline by “firing bullets, then 

calibrated cannonballs”

• “Bullets" are empirical tests aimed at 

learning what works and which meet three 

criteria:

– Low cost

– Low risk

– Low distraction



10X Companies

• Are usually less innovative than their 
comparison cases

• Can’t predict the future any better than their 
competition

• Are successful at scaling innovation

• Their bullets often miss, but when pockets 
of success appear they home in with more 
bullets

• When possible rely on other companies’ 
bullets to build their empirical knowledge 
base (Southwest Airlines)



How Does EC Apply to 

Opportunity Accounting in Ag?

• Early adopters achieve the best returns by 

incorporating new innovations that actually 

work (but not necessarily pay).

• Threshold level (the minimum needed to 

compete) of production innovation is 

constantly rising

• Economic returns from production 

innovations are much more difficult to 

empirically test



How Does EC Apply to 

Opportunity Accounting in Ag?

• Empirical testing is slowed by crop and 

livestock production cycles and 

affected by outside factors such as 

weather and disease

• Through precision farming technologies

growers can fire “bullets” that are low cost, 

low risk and low distraction in evaluating 

"raw" yields and production practices



How Does EC Apply to 

Opportunity Accounting in Ag?

• Having the confidence to fire calibrated 

“cannonballs” requires a deep empirical 

foundation and knowledge of the 

unique costs and margins within the 

enterprise

• Most operations lack the "accounting 

bullets" to calibrate the direction of their 

business.



Opportunity Processes

• Standardized KPIs

• Benchmark and rank

• Lowest common denominator

• Reverse engineer

• Statistical analysis

• Market value

• Model



Standardize

• Roll up / roll down

– Owned, crop share

– Contract barns, owned barns

– Internal, external services

• Budget prices

• Use Management and Market Value levels



Benchmark and rank



Benchmark and rank



Lowest Common Denominator



Reverse Engineer



Statistical Analysis



Market Value



Management Accounting 

Departures from GAAP

• Total Unit Cost

• Blended market value

• Contribution margin



Model



Parting Thoughts

“All models are wrong.  Some models are 

useful.”

Jim Collins

How the Mighty Fall



Parting Thoughts

“What looks like an overnight success is 

often a long, empirical process of try, fail, 

try, fail, try, succeed.”

Great by Choice



Parting Thoughts

Learn to live sideways in a “what if” world.


